Object authentication based on compressive ghost imaging.
Ghost imaging is a transverse imaging technique that allows an object to be reconstructed using the correlation between a pair of light fields. As known, in ghost imaging configurations, a large number of realizations are usually required for reconstruction of the objects. To reduce the number of realizations, Chen et al. [Opt. Lett.38, 546-548 (2013)OPLEDP0146-959210.1364/OL.38.000546] demonstrated an object authentication method with computational ghost imaging using realizations of less than 5% of the Nyquist limit. In this paper, we have further improved this method using a "compressive sensing algorithm" instead of a "classical correlation algorithm in computational ghost imaging." As a result, the realizations for object authentication were further reduced from 5% of the Nyquist limit to 3% of the Nyquist limit.